New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System
If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

Fiction

☐ Archer, Jeffrey. *Traitors Gate*
☐ Bennett, SJ. *Murder Most Royal*
☐ Chua, Amy. *The Golden Gate*
☐ Eekhout, Anne. *Mary and the Birth of Frankenstein*
☐ Emmerichs, Sharon. *Shield Maiden*
☐ Hand, Elizabeth. *A Haunting on the Hill*
☐ Jalaluddin, Uzma, and Marissa Stapley. *Three Holidays and a Wedding*
☐ Leigh, Melinda. *Catch Her Death*
☐ Novak, Brenda. *Talulah’s Back in Town*
☐ Patterson, James, and Mike Lupica. *12 Months to Live*
☐ Pye, Virginia. *The Literary Undoing of Victoria Swann*
☐ Sandford, John. *Judgment Prey*
☐ Taub, Melinda. *The Scandalous Confessions of Lydia Bennet, Witch*
☐ Winstead, Ashley. *Midnight Is the Darkest Hour*

Non-Fiction

☐ Anderson, Teoti. *Ultimate Guide to Dog Training*
☐ Erickson, Lori. *Every Step Is Home: A Spiritual Geography from Appalachia to Alaska*
☐ Kozlowski, Michael A. *American Ghost Stories: True Tales from All 50 States*
☐ Land, Stephanie. *Maid: Hard Work, Low Pay, and a Mother’s Will to Survive*
☐ Marquez-Sharpnack, Yvette. *Muy Bueno Fiestas: 100+ Delicious Mexican Recipes for Celebrating the Year*
☐ Miles, Tiya. *Wild Girls: How the Outdoors Shaped the Women Who Challenged a Nation*
☐ Montgomery, Sy. *Of Time and Turtles: Mending the World, Shell by Shattered Shell*
☐ Pauline, Kathry. *Piecemeal: A Meal-Planning Repertoire with 120 Recipes to Make in 5+, 15+, or 30+ Minutes*
☐ Pence, Karen. *When It’s Your Turn to Serve: Experiencing God’s Grace in His Calling for Your Life*
☐ Richter, Hannah. *Clicker Training for Dogs: Master Basic Training, Common Cues, and Fun Tricks in 15 Minutes a Day*
YA Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Oda, Eiichiro. *One Piece: East Blue 1-3*

J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Alméras, Gaëlle. *Super Space Weekend: Adventures in Astronomy*
- Arango, Andrea Beatriz. *Something Like Home*
- Coats, J. Anderson. *A Season Most Unfair*
- Finley, Allison. *Below the Surface*
- Melian, Gaby. *Gaby's Latin American Kitchen*
- Nakaya, Andrea C. *The History of Anime and Manga*
- Yi, Susie. *A Sky of Paper Stars*

Picture Books

- Anderson, Clayton; illustrated by Iris Amaya. *So You Want to Be an Astronaut*
- Barnett, Mac; illustrated by Jon Klassen. *How Does Santa Go Down the Chimney?*
- Cummins, Lucy Ruth. *Stumpkin*
- de Paola, Tomie. *Merry Christmas, Strega Nona*
- Friedland, Aaron, and Ndileka Mandela; illustrated by Andrew Jackson Obol. *The Walking School Bus*
- Grimes, Nikki, Jerry Pinkney, and Brian Pinkney. *A Walk in the Woods*
- Lyall, Casey; illustrated by Vera Brosigol. *A Spoonful of Frogs*
- Roeder, Vanessa. *The King Penguin*
- Singh, Rina; illustrated by Nathalie Dion. *Once, a Bird*
- Toht, Patricia; illustrated by Jarvis. *Pick a Pumpkin*

Large Print

- Ackerman, Jennifer. *What an Owl Knows: The New Science of the World’s Most Enigmatic Birds*
- Davis, Susan Page. *Off the Record: Mainely Romance Book 2*
- Hunter, Denise. *Wildflower Falls: A Riverbend Romance*
- Popp, Misha. *A Good Day to Pie: A Pies Before Guys Mystery*
- Thompson, Victoria. *Murder on Bedford Street: A Gaslight Mystery*
- Weir, Alison. *The King’s Pleasure*
- Wickens, Kim. *Lexington: The Extraordinary Life and Turbulent Times of America’s Legendary Racehorse*